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decentralized exchange (or “DEXes”).1 In a DEX, a smart
contract (a program executing on a blockchain) or other form
of peer-to-peer network executes exchange functionality.
At first glance, decentralized exchanges seem ideally designed. They appear to provide effective price discovery and
fair trading, while doing away with the drawbacks of centralized exchanges. Trades are atomically executed by a smart
contract and visible on the Ethereum blockchain, providing
the appearance of transparency. Funds cannot be stolen by the
exchange operator, because their custody and exchange logic
is processed and guaranteed by the smart contract.
Despite their clear benefits, however, many DEXes come
with a serious and fundamental weakness: on-chain, smartcontract-mediated trades are slow.2 Traders thus may attempt
to take orders that have already been taken or canceled but
appear active due to their views of messages sent on the network. Worse still, adversaries can frontrun orders, observing
them and placing their own orders with higher fees to ensure
they are mined first.
Past work has acknowledged “transaction ordering dependence” as an anti-pattern and vector for potential frontrunning [30, 34]. Unfortunately, these analyses have previously
proved overly broad: virtually every smart contract can be said
to have some potential dependence on transaction order, the
majority of which is benign. As a result, effective practical
mitigations for these issues have failed to materialize, and
few deployed smart contracts feature ordering protections.
Other work has focused on systematizing knowledge around
smart contract frontrunning [18], including citing early public
versions of this work, but has not measured the size of this
economy or formalized its connection to protocol attacks.

Abstract—Blockchains, and specifically smart contracts, have
promised to create fair and transparent trading ecosystems.
Unfortunately, we show that this promise has not been met. We
document and quantify the widespread and rising deployment of
arbitrage bots in blockchain systems, specifically in decentralized
exchanges (or “DEXes”). Like high-frequency traders on Wall
Street, these bots exploit inefficiencies in DEXes, paying high
transaction fees and optimizing network latency to frontrun, i.e.,
anticipate and exploit, ordinary users’ DEX trades.
We study the breadth of DEX arbitrage bots in a subset of
transactions that yield quantifiable revenue to these bots. We also
study bots’ profit-making strategies, with a focus on blockchainspecific elements. We observe bots engage in what we call priority
gas auctions (PGAs), competitively bidding up transaction fees in
order to obtain priority ordering, i.e., early block position and
execution, for their transactions. PGAs present an interesting
and complex new continuous-time, partial-information, gametheoretic model that we formalize and study. We release an
interactive web portal, frontrun.me, to provide the community
with real-time data on PGAs.
We additionally show that high fees paid for priority transaction ordering poses a systemic risk to consensus-layer security.
We explain that such fees are just one form of a general phenomenon in DEXes and beyond—what we call miner extractable
value (MEV)—that poses concrete, measurable, consensus-layer
security risks. We show empirically that MEV poses a realistic
threat to Ethereum today.
Our work highlights the large, complex risks created by
transaction-ordering dependencies in smart contracts and the
ways in which traditional forms of financial-market exploitation
are adapting to and penetrating blockchain economies.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cryptocurrency exchanges today handle more than $10
billion in trade volume per day. The vast majority of this
volume occurs in centralized exchanges, which hold custody
of customer assets and settle trades. At best loosely regulated,
centralized exchanges have experienced scandals ranging from
high-profile thefts [38] to malfeasance such as price manipulation [22]. One popular alternative is what is called a

1 “Decentralized” exchange is something of a misnomer, as many such
systems have centralized components; most systems we call “decentralized”
exchanges could more accurately be classified as non-custodial: users trade
without surrendering control of their funds to a third party in the process.
2 The average Ethereum block time is roughly 15s at the date of writing [19].
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